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Easy Gallery Generator is a tool that helps you take some picture files, and build a gallery suitable for uploading to the web. The
gallery consists of a main page which shows "thumbnails" (smaller versions) of the original pictures, and a page for each individual
picture. Clicking on a thumbnail in a web browser brings up the individual page which has links to the next picture, previous picture
and back to the main thumbnail page. Easy Gallery Generator Features: 1. Kind of gallery: Shuffled or 3D (zoomable). 2.
Thumbnail layout: Lists of thumbnails, gallery icon or more detailed view. 3. Number of thumbnails per page: very few, a lot or can
be unlimited. 4. Skins: Very few skins included. 5. Number of pages: very few, a lot or can be unlimited. 6. Number of pictures per
page: Very few, a lot or can be unlimited. 7. Flash in each picture: Flash included or not. 8. Flash in main gallery: Flash included or
not. 9. Number of thumb follow pages: Very few, a lot or can be unlimited. 10. Images max size: Images can have a max size of
8000x8000 pixels or larger. 11. Images max size: Images can have a max size of 8000x8000 pixels or larger. 12. Slow down effect
when loading a page: Pictures can have an effect when loading that makes the page slower. This is mostly useful for the slow thumb
follow pages. 13. Default: You can choose the gallery type (shuffled, 3d, thumbnail, small, big, wide or tall). 14. Default: You can
choose the gallery type (shuffled, 3d, thumbnail, small, big, wide or tall). 15. Thumbnails max size: Thumbnails can have a max size
of 4000x4000 pixels or larger. 16. Thumbnails max size: Thumbnails can have a max size of 4000x4000 pixels or larger. 17. Scroll
bar fixed to bottom: Just like your normal browser. 18. Scroll bar fixed to bottom: Just like your normal browser. 19. Progress bar
in main page: You can show a progress bar in the main page. 20. File import: You can use a File import (Filezilla, WinSCP, HTML
links, URL and other). 21. File import: You can use a File import (Filezilla,
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- Easy Gallery Generator is a tool that helps you take some picture files, and build a gallery suitable for uploading to the web. - The
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gallery consists of a main page which shows "thumbnails" (smaller versions) of the original pictures, and a page for each individual
picture. Clicking on a thumbnail in a web browser brings up the individual page which has links to the next picture, previous picture
and back to the main thumbnail page. - Feature: - Add thumbnail/page for each picture easily - Support 16:9 / 4:3/3:2 and other
common resolutions - Select desired width and height and let the tool handle cropping and resizing - You can add more than one
caption to each picture if desired - Show "active thumbnail" for each picture - Show a different layout for each picture - You can
show a different title and description for each picture if desired - You can show small thumbnails at the side instead of at the
bottom of the picture - You can add GIF or JPG as a frame for each picture - You can make the title of the gallery bold (in red) or
not bold - You can select from light or dark background - Crop and resize freely on thumbnails - You can resize freely on
thumbnails and pages - You can create new folders as you need - Option for moving folders and files from one location to another Option for renaming folder and file - Option to send pictures you select to the clipboard - Option to not copy images to clipboard You can create a "Full width picture page" with a header, body and footer - Option to change the width of the thumbnails on the
individual picture pages - Option to show or hide footer info - Option to change the length of the header and footer - Option to
change the header title and footer - Option to send pictures you select to the clipboard - Option to not copy images to clipboard Option to limit password protection to users - Option to embed the password protection directly on the pages - Option to hide
"Back" button for each picture page - Option to show menu items on the left or right side - Option to show menus on all pages Option to display full names instead of titles - Option to show or hide page menus - Option to show or hide page numbers - Option
to disable the slideshow on the index page - Option to set 09e8f5149f
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Easy Gallery Generator is a tool that helps you take some picture files, and build a gallery suitable for uploading to the web. The
gallery consists of a main page which shows "thumbnails" (smaller versions) of the original pictures, and a page for each individual
picture. Clicking on a thumbnail in a web browser brings up the individual page which has links to the next picture, previous picture
and back to the main thumbnail page. Easy Gallery Generator Benefits: Easy Gallery Generator is a tool that helps you take some
picture files, and build a gallery suitable for uploading to the web. The gallery consists of a main page which shows "thumbnails"
(smaller versions) of the original pictures, and a page for each individual picture. Clicking on a thumbnail in a web browser brings
up the individual page which has links to the next picture, previous picture and back to the main thumbnail page. Easy Gallery
Generator Requirements: Easy Gallery Generator is a tool that helps you take some picture files, and build a gallery suitable for
uploading to the web. The gallery consists of a main page which shows "thumbnails" (smaller versions) of the original pictures, and
a page for each individual picture. Clicking on a thumbnail in a web browser brings up the individual page which has links to the
next picture, previous picture and back to the main thumbnail page. Showcase - Web Tool Testimonials « Don’t just take our word
for it - take an on-line test drive of the many tools featured. You’ll find that many of the Web Dev Tools, e-Book Tools and other
can benefit your website design and development work. » "The best all-in-one website development toolkit I have used since 1994"
- The Ultimate Web Developer « I am not sure how to begin to tell you the impact this toolkit has had on both my productivity and
the quality of my work. » - Mary T. Foster "It truly is a great web tool kit, and they have earned my business. I have been with EWebTools since the start and have been very satisfied" - Richard M. Stamper "It's a wonderful, simple Web Toolkit, where
everything you need for the development of websites and online applications is provided and it is all formatted for you. " - Julio
Gonzalez "One of the best tools I've seen for Web Designers, templates

What's New in the Easy Gallery Generator?
With the easy gallery generator you take some pictures that you have on your computer and all you have to do is click on a button
and you now have a gallery for your pictures. To create this gallery you can choose between different skins, which is helpful if your
original pictures are in different styles. You can also save your gallery to a folder on your harddisk and share it on the web, this is a
nice feature. This can be done by creating a new gallery and saving it under the name you wish, and then place the new gallery in
your web browser. You can also load the template from your browser and publish it to the web. Easy Gallery Generator Features:
Filters: There are many different skins to choose from and each skin has a set of filters to keep the gallery looking a certain way.
You will have the chance to choose from blue, pink and green. You can choose from a a striped skin, a skin with black/white, a skin
with browns and a skin with blue. Easy Gallery Generator Saves: You can save the gallery to a folder on your hard disk. In order to
do this you must save the gallery as the name "gallery.html" otherwise the gallery will be saved to your browser and not to your hard
disk. When you are finished with the gallery you can save it in a folder on your harddisk. Easy Gallery Generator Adds : You can
add additional pictures with ease. On the web you can either add the gallery to your page by simply clicking on a button, or you can
download the gallery and place it in your web browser. Easy Gallery Generator Settings: You can change the skin. The colors of the
skin can also be changed. You can choose from a skin with black/white, a skin with browns and a skin with blue. You can also save
the template on your harddisk to publish the gallery. Easy Gallery Generator Screenshots: Easy Gallery Generator Examples: For
example you will most likely want to generate a picture gallery for your website. Once you have generated the gallery you can either
place it on your website, or you can download and publish it to your web browser. Easy Gallery Generator Related Software:
Having problems with your gallery? The Easy Gallery Generator can also be used with the photo-manager tool Picasa. This Picasa
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hack will let you generate galleries for you so that you can upload them to the web. Here at Download
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon
64 X2, or equivalent Memory: 2 GB Video: 1024 x 768 screen resolution DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet
connection Hard Drive: 4 GB of free space Additional Notes: Voice and audio options of the VR Lighting options of the VR Preorder
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